PARTNERSHIP
(ACTIVE AND EFFECTIVE PROTECTION SECTOR WORKING GROUPS, CHILD PROTECTION AND GBV SUB-WORKING GROUPS (REGULAR MEETINGS, DEDICATED COORDINATORS, IN CAPACITY))

AWARENESS RAISING AND ADVOCACY INTERVENTIONS

SECTOR OBJECTIVE 1:

INCREASE AWARENESS ON THE PREVENTION OF GBV, MITIGATE RISK FACTORS AND STRENGTHEN COMMUNITY PROTECTION STRATEGIES TO PREVENT GBV

SECTOR OBJECTIVE 2:

INCREASE ACCESS TO WELL-COORDINATED GBV SERVICES FOR SURVIVORS, INCLUDING PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT, CLINICAL MANAGEMENT OF HATE, AND BY DEVELOPING STRENGTHENING REFERRAL SYSTEMS AND SAFE SPACES FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS.

SECTOR OBJECTIVE 3:

MAINTAIN UPDATED AND COMPREHENSIVE DATA ON GBV NEEDED TO INFORM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERVENTIONS.

CURRENT SITUATION

23,232 people reached with protection activities including 13,479 vulnerable persons provided with protection support activities and 9,753 security incidents of whom 38 incidents are due to Boko Haram insurgency with 125 children killed and injured 169 civilians.

SECTOR OBJECTIVE 1: COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION PROVIDED TO PEOPLE IN NEED, PROTECTING THE MOST VULNERABLE POPULATIONS

SECTOR OBJECTIVE 2: IDENTIFY AND ANALYSE PROTECTION CONCERNS AND IMPLEMENT AWARENESS RAISING AND ADVOCACY INTERVENTIONS

SECTOR OBJECTIVE 3: PROTECTION ISSUES ARE EFFECTIVELY ADDRESSED THROUGH COORDINATION, CAPACITY BUILDING AND PROTECTION MAINSTAYING

PROTECTION

Current SITUATION

5,45M people in need

1.6M people targeted

5% of people reached by state

PEOPLE IN NEED: 5.45M

PEOPLE TARGETED: 1.6M

PEOPLE REACHED: 43,709

SECTOR OBJECTIVE 1: COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION PROVIDED TO PEOPLE IN NEED, PROTECTING THE MOST VULNERABLE POPULATIONS

TARGET

25,000 people in need

2,500 people targeted

300,000 people reached

TARGET

20,000 people in need

2,000 people targeted

300,000 people reached

TARGET

15,000 people in need

1,500 people targeted

15,000 people reached

TARGET

10,000 people in need

1,000 people targeted

10,000 people reached

TARGET

5,000 people in need

500 people targeted

5,000 people reached

TARGET

2,000 people in need

200 people targeted

2,000 people reached

TARGET

1,000 people in need

100 people targeted

1,000 people reached

TARGET

500 people in need

50 people targeted

500 people reached

TARGET

200 people in need

20 people targeted

200 people reached

TARGET

100 people in need

10 people targeted

100 people reached

TARGET

50 people in need

5 people targeted

50 people reached

TARGET

10 people in need

1 people targeted

10 people reached

TARGET

5 people in need

1 people targeted

5 people reached

TARGET

2 people in need

1 people targeted

2 people reached

TARGET

1 people in need

1 people targeted

1 people reached

TARGET

1 people in need

1 people targeted

1 people reached

TARGET

1 people in need

1 people targeted

1 people reached

TARGET

1 people in need

1 people targeted

1 people reached

TARGET